PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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AMP® Low Voltage Landscape Lighting
Solarium Solar Spotlight - ASAL-1025-B-BZ
Product Description
The AMP® Solarium Solar Spotlight has a solid brass construction
and includes premium-grade components with water-tight
features that enable this fixture to last a lifetime. On a full
charge, this fixture will last 4-8 hours each night starting at
over 200 lumens and gradually diminishing from there. These
lumen values are tested in a state of the art laboratory and are
verifiably accurate. A lot of lumen values in the market are not
accurate and therefore are a false comparison. These fixtures
need to be seen to be believed and are the best and brightest
solar fixtures ever created. A comparison with any other solar
fixture makes this product the clear winner. It features two
adjustable knuckles that have teeth for maximum adjustability
for aiming light as well as the panel, for maximum absorption.
It also has all wiring internal to prevent it from being destroyed
or ripped out during routine garden maintenance or trimming.
Water-tight features (IP65 rating) include potted knuckles,
a pressure fit gasket, water shedding lens, and sealed On/
Off button. The photocell is built into the mono-crystalline
solar panel, so your fixtures come on at sundown without the
need to go out and turn them on. The replaceable battery
pack carries a 2 Year Warranty while the fixture itself carries
a Lifetime Warranty just like all of our other brass fixtures.
This brass solar fixture is sure to outlast any traditional solar
fixture on the market today.

Specifications
◗◗ With a full charge, this fixture will last 4-8 hours each
night starting at over 200 lumens and gradually diminishing
from there.
◗◗ Water shedding lens that keeps water from pooling on the
faceplate.
◗◗ This fixture has 2 adjustable and toothed knuckles along
with a ball mounted panel to allow precise light aiming
and panel aiming for maximum sun exposure.

Product Dimensions
6”

◗◗ Tool-less knuckles also for quick and easy adjustability
when needed without having to find the correct tool.

5.25”

◗◗ Comes with water-tight gaskets to prevent water from
entering the fixture.

15.5”
9.8”

2.5”
7.8”

◗◗ No external wiring- Brass body protects internal wiring
from any damage.

Specifications
◗◗ Construction: Brass

4.25”

◗◗ Finish: Bronze
◗◗ Mounting: 10” Hammer® Stake
◗◗ Light Output: 200 lumens that gradually diminish as the
batteries drain

Warranty

◗◗ Lens: Clear Glass

Lifetime Warranty
2 Year Warranty on battery

◗◗ Light Source: Integrated LED
◗◗ Charge Time: 8-12 hours of uninterrupted sunlight for full
battery charge
◗◗ Battery Information: Li-ion 18650-2P DC3.7V 5.2Ah 20Wh
◗◗ Panel Size: 6” x 5.25”
◗◗ Powered by: AMP’s attached solar panel
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